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We present coalgebras as a generalization of algebra homomorphisms 
and derivations. In Section 1 we display a universal coalgebra which general- 
izes Hom,l, (A, B), (Theorem l.l), and is a Hopf algebra when A = B. 
In Section 2 we consider the case A is a field and replace the automorphism 
group of A with a Hopf algebra. First we consider the nature of subfields 
left fixed under sub-Hopf algebras (Lemma 2.1, Theorem 2.3) and then 
consider which subfields are the fixed fields under sub-Hopf algebras (Theo- 
rem 2.4). Theorem 2.9 is an application of the previous theory and gives 
criteria for a finite purely-inseparable extension to be the tensor product 
of simple extensions. 
In the Introduction we state pertinent results from the theory of coalgebras 
and Hopf algebras; these can be found in [I] and [4]. 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout, unless otherwise specified we will be working over the ground 
field k of characteristic p. Let C be any coalgebra with diagonal map A and 
augmentation 8. For any c E C we will write C(o, cu) @ c(s) to denote AC, 
& co) @ c(s) @ c(a) to denote (1 @A) AC, etc. Let f : C @ -** @ C-t F’ 
be an n-linear map which induces the linear mapf : C @ **. @ C -+ V. Then 
C(e)f(w ,.-, cd witi denote 3Ch w 0 *a- 0 cd 
ICCiscalledacoidealifB(I)=OandA1CC@I+I@C.Ihasthis 
property if and only if we can naturally form the quotient coalgebra C/I. 
(0) # D C C is a subcoalgebra if AD C D @ D. Note that if D and E are 
subcoalgebras of C then D + E is a subcoalgebra. If F is a coalgebra then 
h : C--+ F is called a coalgebra morphism if AF o k = (k @ k) o AC and 
* This work was supported by a National Science Foundation grant. 
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&‘* o h = Bc . C @F has a coalgebra structure where r~?c~~ = &‘c @ rZF and 
AC @ & Of) = (egf) (C(l) Of(l)> 0 (C(z) Of(a)), 
forccC,fEF. 
If A is an algebra then Horn (C, A) has a natural algebra structure where 
(fg> (4 = Cf h))&ca,> ami luoDl(c) = B(c) 1.4, 
(Cl 
for f, g E Horn (C, A) c E C. For any vector space V we let V* denote 
Horn (V, k), the dual to V. Also, for f E V*, w E V we let (f, V) denote f (v). 
By the above C* has an algebra structure. There is a natural inclusion 
C* @ C* C (C @ C)*. This gives the map 
c*@c*-+(c@c)*%*, 
which with k = k* 2 C* are the algebra structure morphisms on C*. 
If A is a finite-dimensional algebra then A* @ A* is all of (A @ A)*. 
Thus we have 
A*Il:(A@A)* =A*@A*, A*zk, 
where TV : k -+ A is the unit. These maps give A* a coalgebra structure. 
When A is not finite-dimensional we do not have (A @ A)* = A* @ A* 
and we let A0 = m*-l(A* @ A*). Then A0 = {x E A* 1 Ker x contains a 
2-sided ideal I of finite codimension, i.e. A/I is finite-dimensional}. Moreover, 
m*(AO) C A0 @ A0 and with p* 1 A0 this gives A0 a natural coalgebra struc- 
ture. If B is another algebra and f : A -+ B an algebra morphism, then 
f*(P) C A0 and f’J = f * 1 Bo is a coalgebra morphism. 
If V is a vector space and the set S C V, let S = {x E V* 1 (x, S) = O}. 
If X C A is a 2-sided ideal (subalgebra with the same unit as A) then XL n A0 
is a subcoalgebra (coideal). For a coalgebra C, if Y C C is a coideal (subcoal- 
gebra) then YL is a subalgebra (Zsided ideal). 
A coalgebra C is called cocommutative if 
c C(l) 0 C(z) = c C(z) 0 C(l) 
(cf (Cl 
for all c E c. 
Since the sum of cocommutative coalgebras is such, every coalgebra contains 
a unique maximal cocommutative subcoalgebra. A cocommutative coalgebra 
is called split if its minimal subcoalgebras are l-dimensional. Since the sum 
of split coalgebras is split, every coalgebra contains a unique maximal split 
subcoalgebra. 
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STRUCTURE THEORY OF SPLIT COALGEBRAS 
Let C be a split coalgebra and let G(C) = {c E C ( c 5 0 and dc = c @ c}. 
An element of G(C) is called grouplike and the elements are linearly inde- 
pendent; i.e. g(c) = 1 for each c E G(C) and each l-dimensional subcoalgebra 
of C is of the form Rc for some c E G(C). There are unique subcoalgebras 
U, C C maximal with respect to the property U, n G(C) = c for each 
c E G(C). C = &o(c) U, . (When we have a coalgebra D and we write 
D = U,(D) this means D is split and g is the only grouplike element of D. 
D = U,(D) if and only if D* is a local algebra and the maximal ideal has 
codimension 1.) 
In C for CEG(C) let P,(C)={~~C(dx=c~x+x~c}. The 
elements of PC(C) are called c-primitive elements. P,(C) C U,(C). U,(C) 
has a filtration U,(C), C Uc(C)1 C *-* where 
(1) U,(C) = u UC(C), 
(2) U,(C), = A - c 
(3) U,(C), n Ker d = P,(C) 
(4) d umn c c; Uo(C)i 0 ~c(02-i * 
If y E U,(C), n Ker d then 
dy = c @ y + y @ c mod (U,(C),-, A Ker 8) @ (U,(C),-, n Ker 8). 
HOPF ALGEBRAS 
Let H be a Hopf algebra, i.e. an algebra and a coalgebra where 
m : H @ H + H and p : K -+ H are coalgebra morphisms. A sub-Hopf 
algebra is a subspace which is simultaneously a subcoalgebra and subalgebra 
with the same unit as H. If C is a subcoalgebra then F, the subalgebra 
generated by C, is a sub-Hopf algebra. It C is cocommutative (split) then F 
is cocommutative (split). Thus any Hopf algebra has a unique maximal co- 
commutative or split sub-Hopf algebra. 
Suppose H is a split Hopf algebra. G(H) is a multiplicative semi-group, 
(it may lack inverses). For g, h E G(H) U,(H) U,(H) C U,,(H), U,(H) is a 
sub-Hopf algebra of H and, if G(H) is a group, then by a theorem of Kostant 
H zz U,(H) # WH) 
as a Hopf algebra; where KG(H) is the group algebra of G(H), the coalgebra 
and vector space structure on U,(H) # KG(H) is that of U,(H) @ KG(H) 
and (U @g) (U @ h) = u(gwg-‘) @g/r for U, z, E U,(H), g, h E G(H). In this 
case His generated by U,(H) and G(H) as an algebra. 
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1. Let A and B be algebras, C a coalgebra, and w : C @ A -+ B. We say 
w measures A to B if 
w(c @ 1) = 8(c) 1 and w(c 0 xy) = c fJJ(C(*) 0 4 Wh?) Or), 
CC) 
CEC, x,y~A. (The map C x C-+B, (c,~)-+~(c@~)w(E@y) is 
bilinear so that &) w(c(~) @ X) w(ctz) By) makes sense.) When the meaning 
is clear we will say C measures A to B and write C(X) for w(c @ x). For D C C 
and SC A let D(S) denote {d(s) E B 1 d E D, s E S}. Observe that if A is 
generated by S then C(A) 1 ies in the subalgebra of B generated by C(S) 
since c(sl **- sn> = Z(c) CdSI) *.- %)(hJ~ 
THEOREM 1.1. There is a coa&ebra M(A, B) and map @ : M(A, B) @ A + B 
which measures A to B. If C is any coalgebra and w : C @ A -+ B measures A
to B, then there is a unique coalgebra morphism F, : C+ M(A, B) such that 
w = @ o (Fw @I). (a, M(A, B)) is unique up to isomorphism. 
Note. Horn (V, W) can be characterized as a vector space equipped with 
a map E : Horn (V, IV) @ V -+ W (evaluation). If U is a vector space where 
w : U @ V -+ W, then there is a unique linear map h, : U -+ Horn (V, W) 
such that w = E o (h, @I). 
Before proving this theorem we prove the existence of the (co) free coalge- 
bra on a vector space V. 
THEOREM 1.2. If V is a vector space there is a coalgebra F(V) and a 
map S : F( V) -+ V. If C is any coalgebra and 6 : C -+ V, then there is a 
unique coalgebra morphism fr : C--t F( V) such that 23 oft = 5. (8, F(V)) 
is unique up to isomorphism. 
Proof. Let T(V*) be the tensor (free) algebra on V*. The natural 
map L : V* + T( V*) induces I* : T(V*)* -+ V** the transpose map, and by 
restriction to : T( V*)O -+ V **. Let F(V) be the sum of the subcoalgebras 
D C T(V*)O where 8(D) C V. (VC V**). F(V) is the unique maximal sub- 
coalgebra of T(V*)O where bO(F(V)) C V. Let E = b” 1 F(V). 
Now we show ( 8, F(V)) has the desired universal property. Suppose C 
is a coalgebra and 5 : C + V. Dualizing yields E* : V* ---f C*, C* is an 
algebra, By the universal property of T(V*) we have an algebra morphism 
gE : T(V*) + C* such that g4 o L = t*. Dualizing yields c* o g: = E**, 
and letting ft = g;” 1 C then Irnf( CF( V) since Imf6 is a subcoalgebra of 
T(V*)O and I o fE = 5 so that c(Im fJ C V. Thus we have 8 o f( = t. 
Now we must verify the uniqueness of f6 . It suffices to show that if 
h : C --f F( V) is a coalgebra morphism and 17 = E o h, then h = f, . 
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Dualizing the commutative diagram 
and adding the right-hand square yields the commutative diagram 
TCqF:jd;~.~)** + -p:i’ 
v* --, v*** t-----v* 
Since (Y o j? is the identity of V* we have v* = (h*pv) L . By the uniqueness 
of g,, this implies g,, = h*(p). Dualizing g,* = (pv)* h**. Now g,* ( C = f, , 
h** 1 C = h and (pv)* IF(V) is identity of F(V), thus h = f, . 
The uniqueness of (E, F( V)) up to isomorphism follows from universal 
considerations. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let (,F,F(J-Iom (A, B))) be the free coalgebra on 
Horn (A, B). Let A be the composite 
F(Hom (A, B)) @ A 801 Horn (A, B) @ A 2 B, 
where E is evaluation. Then let M(A, B) be the sum of all the subcoalgebras 
DCF(Hom(A,B)) where AjD@A:D@A-+B measures A to B. 
Then M(A, B) is a coalgebra and if @ = A ) M(A, B) @ A then @ measures 
A to B. 
Suppose w : C @ A + B measures A to B. By the universal property 
of Horn there is a unique map h, : C + Horn (A, B) such that 
w = E o (h, @ I). There is a unique coalgebra morphism 
F, = fh, : C --t F(Hom (A, F)) 
such that h, = S o F, . These give the commutative diagram 
C@A 
F,@I 1 \,I 1 E 
F(Hom (A,B) )@A --Horn (A, 81 @A 
which implies Im (FJ C M(A, B) and @ o (F. @I) = w. 
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To show the uniqueness of F, it suffices to show that if H : C + M(A, B) 
is a coalgebra morphism and 7~ is the composite @ o (H @ I), then H = F,, . 
From the commutative diagram 
F(Hom(A,B))@ A 
Hom(A,B) @A 
it follows h, = E(tH). LH is a coalgebra morphism so by the universal 
property of F(Hom (A, B)) it follows that IH - fhv = Fq . This shows the 
uniqueness of F,, . 
The uniqueness of (a, M(A, B)) up to isomorphism follows from universal 
considerations. Q.E.D. 
As mentioned earlier M and Horn satisfy similar universal 
properties. As with Horn, M(A, A) has a natural algebra structure 
and A is a unitary M(A, A) module. The multiplication in 
M(A, A) - m : M(A, A) @ M(A, A) -+ M(A, A) - is determined by 
M(A,A) 8 M(A,A) @ A 
The unit in M(A, A) - p : k -+ M(A, A) - is determined by 
Moreover, the multiplicative structure morphism 
M(A, A) 0 W-4 A) - WA, A), 
and the unit k -+ M(A, A) are coalgebra morphisms. Thus M(A, A) is a 
Hopf algebra. 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose w : C @ A + B measures A to B, then I = Ker F, 
is the unique maximal coideal of C where w(I @ A) = 0. 
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Proof. @ o (Fw @I) = w implies w(Z @ A) = 0. Suppose J C C is a 
coideal where w(J @ A) = 0. Then F,(J) = J is a coideal in M(A, B) 
where @(J @ A) = 0. By the universality of M(A, B) it follows that f = (0) 
and so JCZ. Q.E.D. 
Also A0 @ A -+ k = k * 1 C B measures A to B and the only subspace 
V C A0 where V @ A -+ 0 is (0). Thus F : A0 + M(A, B) is injective. 
Within M(A, B) we let N(A, B) denote the unique maximal split sub- 
coalgebra. When A = B, H(A, A) is a sub-Hopf algebra of M(A, A). 
H(A, B) has the analogous universal property to M(A, B) for split coalgebras 
which measure A to B. 
We write M(A), (H(A)) for &‘(A, A), (H(A, A)). We consider H(A) because 
M(A) seems too big. For example, if A is a finite-dimensional simple algebra 
over k then G = G(H(A)) is a group and H(A) g U,(H(A)) # kG. Further- 
more, by another theorem of Kostant, if p = 0 then U,(H(A)) is the universal 
enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of derivations of A. On the other hand 
M(A) contains a copy of A”. 
2. Since we shall be working with algebras which are fields we shall write 
M,(A) and H,(A) to keep the ground field K clear. Suppose L is a field exten- 
sion of k and w : C Ok L -j L measures L to L. Let 
where Lc is called the fixed field under C. Observe that if F is the sub-Hopf 
algebra of M,(L) generated by F,(C) then LF = Lc. That LC is a field follows 
from (a) below. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Lc = {x E L 1 c(xy) = xc(y) for all c E C, y  EL}. 
Assume F is a sub-Hopf algebra of M,(L). 
(b) Zf F is finite-dimensional then [L : LF] < CO. 
(c) Zf [L : LF] < 0~) and F is split and spanned by G(F) then L is Gal& 
over LF, F = kG(F) and G(F) is the Galois group of L over LF. 
(d) Zf [L : LF] < co and F = U,(F) then L is purely-inseparable over LF. 
Proof. (a) If /lies in the right-hand set and c E C then c(d) = Cc( 1) = b(c) / 
and IEL~. IfGELC, x EL then 
w = 1 cd4 w(x) = c @(C(l)) 44 = 44. 
fC) (Cl 
(b) Since F or L + L we have h : F -+ End, L. To apply the Jacobson- 
Bourbaki theorem it suffices to show Lb(F) is a subring of End,L. However 
VW1 W&91 = Ii%~~dm) h(fd for 4 m E-G f, g EF. Thus WF) 
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is a finite L-subring of Endl, L and by the Jacobson-Bourbaki theorem 
[2, p. 221 K, the fixed field under Lb(F), has L as a finite extension. By (a) 
K=LF. 
(c) The grouplike elements in a Hopf algebra are linearly independent; 
hence F = KG(F). Since [L : Lq < co there are, at most, a finite number of 
automorphism of L over Lr; hence G(F) is finite. Thus g, g2, g3,... are not all 
distinct and it is easily seen for some 12 that gn = g-l. Thus G(F) is a finite 
group and it is well-known that L is Galois over LF with Galois group G(F). 
(d) Suppose x EL is separable over LF. Then P,(F) 1 LF[x] = 0 since the 
elements of P,(F) act as derivations. Suppose we have shown for f EF,-~ , 
flLF[x]=b(f)I. Let feF,,nKerB. Then df=I@f+f@I+Y, 
Y E (Ker d n F,-J @ (Ker 6’ n F,-J. Thus for u, v ~Lr[x], 
f (4 = uf (4 +f (4 v + Y(u 0 v) and Y(u @ v) = 0 
by induction. Thus f is a derivation and f 1 LF[x] = 0. For any f EF, this 
gives f 1 LF[x] = B(f) I; h ence x E Lp and L is purely-inseparable over LF. 
Q.E.D. 
We shall be concerned with linear disjointness of fields. If fields A, B, C CL 
where AT> CC B and A and B are linearly-disjoint over C then C = A n B. 
When we write A and B are linearly-disjoint we mean they are linearly- 
disjoint over their intersection. 
LEMMA 2.2. If C ok L -+ L measures L to L and A CL where C(A) C A 
then A and Lc are linearly-disjoint. 
Proof. Let {t,,} be a basis for Lc over A n Lc. We show {8,> is 
linearly-independent over A. In contrast, suppose 0 = a& + *** + are, 
where ai E A, 1 < I is minimal. Then a,. f 0 and we can assume a,. = 1. 
We cannot have a, ,... a,-, E A n Lc since {ty} is independent over A n Lc, 
s%y al $ A n Lc. Then there is c E C where c(ar) f B(c) a, . By 
Lemma 2.1 c(aitJ = c(aJ ei; hence, 
0 = c(q4 + a*- + ar-14-l + /J - b(c) (4, + a-* + ~~~~~~~~ + tT) 
is a shorter relation (a contradiction). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let F be a sub-Hopf algebra of H,(L) where [L : LF] < co. 
Let G = G(F) and U = U,(F). Then, 
(1) G(LU)CLu, L” is Galois over LF with Galois group G. 
(2) LkG is purely-inseparable over LF. 
(3) Lu @JLFLkG --t L, a @ b -+ ab is an isomorphism of $elds. 
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Proof. (1) KG is a Hopf algebra spanned by G and [L : PC] < [L : Lp] < co. 
By Lemma 2.1, G is a group. For any g E G, gUg-i C U which gives 
G(L”) C L”. F is generated by G and U as an algebra; hence 
LF = L” n LkG = (LU)kG. This implies LrJ is Galois over LF. We prove the 
Galois group is G in (3). 
(2) By Lemma 2.1, L is purely-inseparable over L”. Thus for x E LkG 
and large m, xv”’ E LU n LkG = LF and LkG is purely-inseparable over LF. 
(3) By Lemma 2.2 with C replaced by KG we have LU and LkG linearly- 
disjoint over LF. By Lemma 2.1, L 1 L”LkG 1 L” and L 3 LULkG 3 LkG 
implies L is purely-inseparable and separable over LULkG. Thus L = LULkG. 
This gives (3) and since G is the Galois group of L over LkG we have 
[Gl = [L : LkG] = [L” : LF] which completes (1). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.4. When we have fields L 3 K 3 k where [L : K] < co then 
K = Lx for a sub-Hopf algebra F C H,(L) if and only if 
(1) L is normal ober K, 
(2) ;f p > 0 then K and k[Lp”] are linearly-disjoint for all n. 
(LP” = {@” 1 G EL}.) 
Note. The theorem implies L is normal over K if and only if K = LH~(L). 
We must prove additional results before we can prove the theorem. 
LEMMA 2.5. If p > 0 and C @k L -+ L measures L to L where C is cocom- 
mutative then C(k[Lp”]) C k[Lp”]. 
Proof. Let (cJ be a basis for C. By cocommutativity and coassociativity 
for any c E C, &o, co) @ *a* @ ctPn) is a symmetric tensor in 
C@-*@C=@““C. CP”, the symmetric group on p” letters, operates 
on @P” C where u(cl @ **a @ c,,) = (cl,, @ *** @ cP+,,). If c, denotes 
(c~, @ a-* @ c,,,), let Sym c, be the sum of the elements in the orbit of c, . 
p divides the number of elements in the orbit unless CX~ = *** = c+, , and 
then there is only one element. Thus 
4xp7 = c C(,)(X) *** c(pn)w 
(Cl 
= c hi~c&)~~ E Wpml, 
isS 
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where M : 0:” L + L by multiplying all components together and 
S = {i 1 ql = a** = CQ,~}. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose p > 0, L 3 K 3 k and K and k[Lp”] are linearly- 
disjoint fw all n. Then K[Lp’] and k[Lpn] are linearly-disjoint for all r and n. 
If r > n then K[Lp’] n k[Lp*] = (K n k[Lp”J) [Lp’]. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the first statement for r > n. We have 
where K and k[Lp”] are linearly-disjoint. By [3, p. 511 the proof is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
Suppose we have fields M 3 L 3 K 3 k and fi : C @ K + M measures 
KtoM.Iff,:D@L -+ M measures L to M and + : D + C is a surjective 
coalgebra morphism such that the diagram 
is commutative, then we say D lifts the action of C (from K to L). 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose p > 0, 
and C ok: K -+ M measures K to M where C is finite-dimensional, and 
C = U,(C) where L is the inclusion of K into M. Suppose x E N where x $ K, 
xP E K and C(x’) C k[Np]. Then there is a finite-dime&mu1 coalgebra 
D = U,(D) which lifts the action of Cfiom K to K[x] and D(x) C N. 
Proof. C* is local since C = U,(C) and the transpose of k + k * I C C 
is 8 : C* + k, an augmentation whose kernel is the unique maximal ideal. 
C gl, K + M induces OL : K -+ M @ C*, defined as follows: let {c,,} be a 
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basis for C and (c,“} the dual basis for C*, then for x E K, 
cc(x) = C c,,(x) @ c,*. For each c E C we have fc : M @ C* -+ M, 
m @c* + <c*, c> m, for m EM, c* E C *. Then 01 is the unique map satis- 
fyingf&x) = c(x) for all c E C, x E I(. Thus for x, y E K, c E C, 
so that a(~) a(y) = ol(xy). Also, fJl> = 4?(c) lM = c(l), so that or(l) = 1, 
and ty is an algebra homomorphism. The converse is easily shown so that 
(Y, being an algebra morphism, is equivalent to C measuring K to M. 
C(9) C k[N*] and ~(9) = xp implies a(S) can be written 
where x, yj EN and U, E Ker d for all j. Let D’ = C* [{Xj}ln]/(Xj~ - uj}). 
If Xj denotes the coset of Xj in D’, then C* C D’ and K + M @ C* C M @ D’ 
can be extended to K[Y] + M @ D’ by Y -+ x @ 1 + C yj @ X) . The 
kernel of this map is an ideal generated by YP - xp and induces an algebra 
morphism /3 : K[x] + M @ D’. 
Notice D’ is finite-dimensional and for h E D’, hp E C*. d : C* -+ k 
extends to d : D’ -+ k by X, + 0. If h E D’ and h 4 Ker 6’ then hp is a unit 
in C*. Hence D’ is local with Ker d as the unique maximal ideal. Also, note 
that@(x)EN@D’. 
Defining D = D’*, we have the composite 
D @ K[x] - IQ8 D@M@D’%M@D@D’~M, 
which measures K[x] to M since /3 is an algebra morphism. The surjective 
coalgebra morphism D -+ C is transpose to C* + D’. D lifts the action of C 
since the diagram 
K ----+K@C* * 
I- I 
is commutative. D is finite-dimensional. D = U,(D) since D’ is local with 
augmentation B. p(x) EN @ D’ implies D(x) C N. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2.8. Supposep>O, M3L3K3kandC@,K-+Mmeasures 
K to M where C = U,(C) is $ t -d ni e imensional and L is a jnite purely-insepa- 
rable extension of K. If  for all n, 
(1) C(K TV k[Lp”j) C k[Mp”] and 
(2) K and k[Lp”] are linearly-disjoint; 
then there is a finite-dimensional coalgebra D = U,(D) which lifts the action 
of Cfrom K to L. 
Proof. say L” ‘+I C K and L”’ $ K so that K[Lp’] is of exponent 1 over K. 
By Lemma 2.6 K[L*‘] and k[LD”] are linearly-disjoint for all n. Thus by 
induction on the exponent of L over K it suffices to find a finite-dimensional 
coalgebra D = U,(D) which lifts the action of C from K to K[Lp’] and satisfies, 
D(K[Lp? n k[Ls”‘]) C k[Ms”] for all n. (*I 
Let XT’,... xg be a p-basis for K[Lp’] over K, xt EL. (x:‘)~ E K n k[L”+l] 
so C(X~~+‘) E k[Mpr’l]. By Lemma 2.7 iterated m-times we obtain a finite- 
dimensional coalgebra D = U,(D) which lifts the action of C from K to 
K[L”‘] and D(xdp’) C k[Ms’]. We must check that (*) is satisfied. 
By hypothesis K and k[Le’] are linearly-disjoint (over K n k[La’]), thus 
P’ XZ is a p-basis for k[Lp’] over K n k[Ls”]. In particular x:‘,... xpr 
i&rate k[LD’] over K n k[Ls’]. W e are given C(K n k[Lp’]) C k[Mp’t 
thus D(K n k[LD’]) C k[Md] since D extends C. D(xF’) C k[Mp’] and thus 
D(k[L*‘]) = D((K n k[Lp’]) [x;‘,... xz]) C k[MP*]. This gives (*) for n = Y. 
(For n > r, k[Lp-] C K and (*) follows since D extends C.) 
For n -=q r, K[Lp’] n k[Lp”] = (K n k[Lp”l)[Lp’] by Lemma 2.6. However, 
D(Lp’) C k[Mp’] as shown above and D(K n k[Lp”]) C k[Mp”] since D 
extends C. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Suppose [L : K] < CO and K = LF. Then, by 
Theorem 2.3, L = LV @&LkG where LkG is purely-inseparable over K and 
Lu is normal (Galois) over K. Thus L is normal over K. 
Suppose p > 0, by Lemma 2.5 F(k(LpT) C k[Lp”]. This and Lemma 2.2 
imply K and k[Lp”] are linearly-disjoint for all n. 
Now we prove the converse, assuming [L : K] < co and satisfies (1) 
and (2). Let L 1 S r) K where S is the unique maximal separable extension 
of K. Then S is normal and Galois over K, with Galois group G. Each g E G 
has a unique extension to L so that KG, the group algebra, operates on L. 
As a coalgebra (where dg = g @g) kG measures L to L. We can consider 
the image F1 of kG in II,(L). The proof is complete if L = S since 
LFx = SF1 = S’CG = K. 
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L is a purely-inseparable extension of S and S = K[Lp”] for some high T. 
Thus by Lemma 2.6, S and h[Lp”] are linearly-disjoint for all n. By induction 
on the exponent of L over S we can assume there is a sub-Hopf algebra 
F, C H,(L) where LFz = S[Lat], where t is minimal such that Lpt+l C S. Let 
&,... a$ E Lpt be a p-basis for S[Lp”] over S and let ci be the unique deriva- 
tion over S on S[Lpt] where ci($“) = & , i, j = l,... m, [see 2, p. 1811. Let 
C be the coalgebra k*~@K*cr@***@k*c, where ~L=&@L, 
dci = L @ ci + ci @ c, b(c) = 1 and b(cJ = 0, i = I,... m. C = U,(C) 
is a finite-dimensional coalgebra which measures S[LPt] to itself or L (in the 
obvious way), SILptlc = S and C(S[Lpt] n h[Lp”]) C h[Lp”]. By Lemma 2.6, 
for n < t, S[Lp$] n h[Lp”] = (S n k[P”]) [Lp”]. Also by Lemma 2.6 S[Lp’] 
and K[Lp”] are linearly-disjoint for all n. Thus, by Lemma 2.8, there is a 
finite-dimensional coalgebra D = U,(D) which lifts the action of C from 
S[LP”] to L. Let Fs be the sub-Hopf algebra of H,(L) generated by the image 
of D and let F be the sub-Hopf algebra generated by Fl , F, and F3 . 
LF = LFl n LFa n LFa = ((LF”)““)“’ = K. 
Q.E.D. 
Suppose C is a coalgebra and DO, Dl,... is a (possibly infinite) sequence of 
elements of C where for each Dn, 
Such a sequence is called a sequence of divided powers. 
In [5] Weisfeld has shown that for a purely-inseparable extension of 
finite exponent, L over K, to be the tensor product over K of primitive 
extensions of K is equivalent to having K = LF, where F is a Hopf algebra 
generated by a single sequence of divided powers and F C H,(L) for any 
k C K. He also showed that L being the tensor product over K of a primitive 
extension of K with an exponent one extension of K is equivalent to having 
K = Lp where F is a Hopf Algebra with a basis of divided powers Do,... Dt 
which satisfy D”Di = (i $ i) Di+i for i + j < t and 0 otherwise, and F C H,(L) 
for any K C K. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose p > 0 and L is a finite purely-inseparable extension 
of K; the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There are x, ,... xt EL where 
L E K[x,] Q .*a 9 K[xJ. 
(2) [3] For any [some] h C K there is a sub-Hqpf aZgebra EC H,(L) which 
is generated (as an akebra) by sequences of divided powers and K = LE. 
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(4) There is a sub-Ho& algebra F C Hz9(L) where K = LF, (2, is the 
prime field). 
(5) K and LPn are linearly-disjoint fw all n. 
Proof. (1) * (2). Let Ci be the coalgebra over k with basis Dto, 
D?,... Dfn’-l, where ni is minimal such that xTn’ E K. The coalgebra structure 
on Ci is determined by having Die,... be a sequence of divided powers and 
S(Dij) = 6,,j. C, is a coalgebra since it is dual to an algebra with basis 
D o ,... D,ni-I, where D,D, = D,,, if a + b < p”i and 0 otherwise. Ci 
measures L to L by 
D,j(&I’ . . . +) = (;i) jq . . . x;i-j . . . +), 
for h E K and identifying L with K[x,] @K *** & K[x,]. Thus there is a 
natural coalgebra morphism from Ci to H,(L) and the image of DiO,... under 
this map is a sequence of divided powers. Let E be the sub-Hopf algebra 
generated by these sequences of divided powers i = l,... t. By [2, p. 1951, 
K = LE, (2) + (3) is obvious. 
(3) * (4). SUPP ose E is generated by sequences DSo,..., s E S. Let C, 
be the coalgebra over 2, spanned by D,O,... . This is a &-form for the 
coalgebra over k spanned by D,“,... . C, @L + L is induced by considering 
C, as a subset of E and measures L to L. There is a natural coalgebra morphism 
from C, to H,,(L) and the image of D,O,... is a sequence of divided powers 
in Hz9(L). Let F be the sub-Hopf algebra generated by these sequences of 
divided powers, for all s. Then K = LF. 
(4) 3 (5) follows from Theorem 2.4 since Z,(Lp”] = LP” for all n. 
where each term is a purely-inseparable extension of exponent 1 over the 
previous term. We first show that if yi ,... y,. ~“72 are p-independent over 
‘& then yfi ,.,. yf’ are p-independent over K. It suffices to show that if 
P&- * 
a, ,... a, E are linearly-independent over Q/K then a;*,... a:’ are 
linearly-independent over K. If a:’ ,..., a:’ are linearly-dependent over K 
by (5) they are linearly-dependent over K n Lp! We can take the pi-root of 
any such dependenfe relation, which contradicts that a, ,... a, are linearly- 
independent over qz 
The above result implies that yip,... y,.P E $K are p-independent over 
%‘% We now apply this fact. Let xi ,... xSn be a p-basis for L over 
p7K. s uppose we have constructed the p-basis for 
Pi+& 
over “jK and 
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it is y1 ,... Y~~+~. Then ylz, ,... ys”,,, can be extended to a p-basis for !$?? over 
“a, which is ylD ,... yz‘+, , x,~~+~+* ,... x,~ . This process finally yields 
a p-basis for %?over K. For +I 
,&I 
Zl ,*** %I 9 < Y < si we have z, = x, 
and [K[xT] : K] = pi, (where s~+~ = 0.) Then L = K[x, ,... x,,]; as a vector 
space over K, 
which implies 
=[L:‘~~],,..[~~:KJ=[L:K], 
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